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ABSTRACT 25 
 26 
The promotion of green public transport will require significant investments to replace the 27 
conventional bus units that circulate in our cities. The introduction of electric buses could require 28 
a review of the routes. A macroscopic traffic simulation platform for transport planning is the key 29 
tool for comparing bus routes using sustainability as the basis for decision-making. In public 30 
transport, sustainability means a multidimensional commitment that considers the efficiency of 31 
the transport service, but also profitability, road safety, environmental impact, social function, etc. 32 
Many performance indicators measure the quality of service for each dimension as a direct result 33 
of the traffic simulation. This study focuses on the design of a future noise annoyance indicator 34 
that will be implemented in GIS and that will allow an analysis and optimization of the annoyance 35 
in the city. This elaboration will help to identify those routes where the shift to electric vehicles will 36 
be a priority for noise mitigation. 37 
 38 
 39 
 40 
1. INTRODUCTION 41 
 42 
Environmental noise continues to be a cause for concern in the EU [1] and its effects on health 43 
continue to be a source of scientific attention [2]. This has made it possible to align the objectives 44 
of environmental policies with the updating of this scientific knowledge on the impact of noise on 45 
health [2,3]. Research in this field has not only been aimed at improving noise dose-effect 46 
indicators but in line with the European Noise Directive [4], progress has also been made in finding 47 
better methods for calculating the noise dose and harmonizing them at a European level [5]. The 48 
Directive [4] also establishes that the results must be accompanied, where necessary, by specific 49 
noise mitigation measures included in the action plans. But these measures are decided at the 50 
level of the environmental policies of the member states. The noise action plan data presented 51 
by the Eionet [6] paints a very diverse picture of action plans in cities and agglomerations. The 52 
types of noise mitigation measures within the urban areas can be the most diverse nature, 53 
especially if it is examined country by country. If the focus is on the initiatives to improve public 54 
transport, the following distributions can be observed. The agglomerations of Belgium have 55 
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adopted this measure in 38% of the cases (concerning the total number of measures) and Estonia 56 
in 29%. If the focus is on the initiatives to promote sustainable mobility in general, we have that 57 
in Latvia it is the only measure adopted (100%). 58 
 59 
EEA publications [7] highlight that the public transport system remains the backbone of 60 
sustainable urban transport. Being an essential part of the mobility offered in urban areas, its 61 
efficiency is vital, although it is valued differently by users, operators, and administration. 62 
Therefore, the transit system requires precise design and planning. The generation of efficient 63 
route networks for public transport is a problem that has been addressed in the literature by a 64 
considerable number of studies. When the influence of buses on urban noise is analyzed, the 65 
studies come to adopt the positive perspective in the sense that, in general, the rate of noise in 66 
the city decreases as a consequence of the use of public transport to the detriment of private 67 
vehicles.  68 
 69 
However, the position of this article is different. Here we intend to examine how the noise in the 70 
streets and avenues as a consequence of bus traffic can be quantified in terms of the possibility 71 
of annoyance. This is not new and it can be found in several studies, for example [8], which 72 
develop a methodological approach to assess traffic noise intervention and its connection with 73 
the perceived well-being of the population. In that case, the study is based on the results of the 74 
noise mapping process and proxy databases that determine noise-related well-being probability 75 
regarding certain Lden ranges. Another study [9] has identified a cause-effect connection between 76 
the presence of public transport (buses, trolleybus, and trams), and the level of noise annoyance. 77 
It was claimed that during the daytime, the number of public transport vehicles is a major 78 
influencing factor on noise annoyance. However, at night, it is the type of public transport being 79 
the combination of buses and trams the most annoying. In the work [10] it was shown that 80 
unexpected high annoyance can be detected when noise is low. Other variables considered under 81 
the scope are the sections of the streets, and the presence of public transport (tramway). 82 
 83 
1.1. Objectives 84 
 85 
This study focuses on the design and tests of a specific noise annoyance indicator that will be 86 
implemented in GIS and that will allow an analysis and optimization of the possibility of annoyance 87 
in the city, as a consequence of the design of bus routes.  88 
 89 
1.2. Scope and limitations of the present paper 90 
 91 
This paper is presented as a preliminary advance of the work that is being carried out. The 92 
methodology is presented in its entirety, although in a summarized manner. Only a part of the 93 
results of the work is anticipated. In this paper, only cars and buses, are included in the noise 94 
traffic model (for simplification purposes) and bus line 7 of the city of Cadiz is used as a Case 95 
Study. Pending the results of the surveys, the indicators used in the study will recreate only a 96 
linear categorization of 5 stages, between the maximum and minimum values. The advanced 97 
noise measurement campaign was dedicated to comparing the two configurations of bus stops 98 
located on one-way streets with one and two lanes. 99 
 100 
 101 
2. METHODOLOGY 102 
 103 
The methodology is supported by the following five elements and processes: 104 
 105 
(i) A macrosimulation traffic tool, PTV Visum [11] is a traffic planning software that provides the 106 
results of the best public transport routes.  107 
(ii) The use of a dynamic traffic noise assessment tool based on CNOSSOS in combination with 108 
the traffic microsimulations model, VISSIM, [12] to find out the probability in which a noise event 109 
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due to bus traffic emerges from traffic noise. This combination is named the Dynamic Traffic Noise 110 
Assessment tool (or DTNA tool). 111 
(iii) A noise measurement campaign that confirms the achievements of the micro traffic 112 
simulations, regarding noise events in all interesting situations.  113 
(iv) A procedure to categorize the annoyance capacity due exclusively from public transport 114 
represented as a noise indicator. A survey questionnaire is currently being prepared following the 115 
standard questions carried out in [13] for example, with the distinctive aspect of evaluating noise 116 
annoyance from sound events due to bus traffic. 117 
(v) A procedure based on GIS (Geographic Information System) to classify the streets stretched 118 
regarding the risk of noise annoying situation considering bus traffic during the peaky hour during 119 
the day. For this section, it is expected to use HSIP 3D-tool (Hot Spot Identification and 120 
Prioritization) [13] for the estimate of exposed inhabitants and their connection with the street 121 
stretches.  122 
 123 
2.1. Step (i): PTV VISUM. Examining different bus routes layout using efficiency criteria 124 
 125 
Thinking in public transport, VISUM can be defined also as a decision-making system that can be 126 
applied for optimization of public transport from different points of view (multicriteria analyses in 127 
which environment noise can be adopted as one of the variables used as a decision-criteria). The 128 
analysis and study of efficiency will be carried out by taking into account performance indicators, 129 
cost indicators, and efficiency indicators of the public transport system, distributed by each bus 130 
route of the network design. Included in the last set of indicators is included the environmental 131 
impact.  132 

• Bus traffic density.  133 
• Frequency 134 
• Transfers. 135 

 136 
The main data input is the Transit Bus Routes (GTFS-static), generated by the operator with the 137 
actual service (Figure 1). Therefore, commercial speed, frequency, distance traveled, service time, 138 
etc. are the real figures. This data is enough for VISUM to calculate the noise emission according 139 
to RLS 90 (and also includes another tool to estimate emissions of air pollutants according to 140 
HBEFA). As these calculations are macro estimations, the goal of this study is to include micro 141 
and more detailed noise estimations. Although the long-term idea is to explore the possibility of 142 
including a noise annoyance indicator within VISUM, for the moment, it will decide to work on GIS 143 
since it is the easiest way to handle the population and building shape data (since VISUM only 144 
takes into account the population of the macro-areas to create origin-destination matrices). 145 
 146 
 147 

 148 
Figure 1. The image on the left shows an example that includes the streets that are part of the 149 
routes (highlighted in colors) in the city of Cádiz. The map on the right point out the bus stop 150 
situation and the isochrones circles of 5 minutes walking calculated from the bus stops around 151 
the city. This information is calculated and then extracted from PTV-VISUM. 152 
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 153 
To make the use of the bus service attractive for users, profitable for the owner, and efficient for 154 
the administration, it must be a trustworthy service. This means limited delays, a good frequency 155 
of service, accessibility requirements, minimum and comfortable transfers, easy and integrated 156 
payment possibilities, etc., [7]. Figure 1, spatially attests to how the service covers the territory 157 
efficiently. For example, the bus stops are distributed in such a way that covers all the territory 158 
within a radius of fewer than 5 minutes on foot. It also shows that the most densely populated 159 
areas have more routes, guaranteeing a correct frequency of buses. To evaluate the efficiency of 160 
the service there are some limitations, i.e., the number of buses needed to fulfill the function, the 161 
number of drivers, the cost/benefit ratios, etc. 162 
 163 
2.2. Steps (ii) and (iii): Dynamic traffic noise assessment tool (DTNA tool) and noise 164 
measurement campaign design  165 
 166 
The output of the DTNA tool is two time series of noise (LAeq, T=1s) generated during the VISSIM 167 
test. The first is the noise generated by buses during the time in which the simulation takes place 168 
and the other is the noise generated by the rest of the transport modes.  169 
 170 
From now on it will call Noise Events caused by Bus Traffic (NEBT) to bus noise emergencies 171 
audible above the traffic noise. The design of the streets has a great influence on the probability 172 
of NEBT. There is a considerable number of studies that analyze the influence of roundabouts 173 
and intersections on the dynamics of vehicles and therefore on the noise emissions, they generate 174 
Traffic flow conditions must also be taken into account, not forgetting the type of bus and its age. 175 
Finally, we will mention both the traffic regulations and the procedures that bus drivers follow (or 176 
not) for ecological and safe driving. 177 
 178 
Infrastructure:  179 

 A straight artificial carriageway (only one direction is examined) is proved in two versions 180 
1 and 2 lanes. 181 

 182 
Traffic conditions during the simulations: 183 

 The bus transit schedule is always the same (20 vehicles per hour in the tested direction) 184 
 Speed limits. 30 Km/h speed is allowed in the one-lane street and 50 Km/h in the two 185 

lanes version. 186 
 A traffic light whose regulation is fixed is installed with a cycle of 110 s, being the green 187 

of 85 s. 188 
 One of the bus stop examined is the Pull-Out Stops, also known as bus-bay, this type 189 

allows other vehicles to pass during passenger boarding. 190 
 The second bus stop analyzed is the In-Lane Stop. These stops allow transit vehicles to 191 

pick up passengers without leaving the lane, which reduces boarding and departure time 192 
but can create significant traffic queues if not employed in a dedicated bus lane or a two-193 
lane street.  194 

 Traffic demand fluctuates between 2 situations: fluid traffic and traffic near saturation. In 195 
practice, 500/1,000 v/h) were chosen for the single-lane street and 1,000/2,000 v/h for 196 
the two lanes streets. 197 

 198 
Test sections: 199 

 Four sections of 50 m in length were selected to test the influence of the probability of 200 
noise events around: 201 

o A section of free traffic without obstacles. 202 
o The two bus stops the different configurations. 203 
o A traffic light regulating pedestrian crossings. 204 

 205 
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Therefore 16 different scenarios were analyzed (table 1), i.e., 4 sections x 2 different roads wide 206 
(1 and 2 lanes) x 2 LoS (Level of Service: near saturation and free traffic). And, for each scenario, 207 
10 independent tests of 1 hour each were carried out. 208 
 209 
Noise campaign: 210 

 The predicted noise is calculated in a virtual sound level meter situated in the middle of 211 
the road test section. To test if DTNA tool can predict the events and is worthy, the noise 212 
measurement campaigns were planned. The following ones were designed to check the 213 
influence of the bus stop for the following situations 214 

o 2-lane road (1 direction) with the bus stop on the side (Pull-Out Stop) vs a 1-lane 215 
road with an In-Lane bus stop. 216 

o LoS (Level of Service). Fluid traffic. 217 
. 218 
2.3. Steps (iv) and (v): The metric used to build a reliable noise annoyance indicator (PNE) 219 
and GIS implementation  220 
 221 
The future noise indicator (noise event dose-exposure) should show the capacity of buses in 222 
certain street configurations and traffic situations that create noise emissions that emerge and 223 
become audible relative to residual noise (traffic noise considering only the private transport 224 
modes). The “Probability of Noise Events” PNE can allow a comparison between different 225 
predicted situations without the necessity of carrying out noise measurements for each specific 226 
type of scenario. The PNE is established taking into account the number of times that the bus 227 
emerges in more than 6 dB during 2 or more consecutive seconds. The importance of the event 228 
is considered for its prevalence in the area measured by a virtual sound level meter. The other 229 
fundamental variable to assess the magnitude of the problem is to know how many people can 230 
really be affected by this probability. The questionnaire is currently being prepared and the in situ 231 
measurements should be extended to all the possible configurations that have been mentioned 232 
here.  233 
 234 
It is convenient to keep in mind that this paper intends to systematize the categorization of bus 235 
lines' noise impact using certain noise annoyance indicators, in a research orientation that is very 236 
similar to previous studies on street categorization methods for urban noise prediction [14]. GIS 237 
will have the function of data repository (PNE and population per building) and final spatial 238 
processing of the data. The threshold is not a fixed value and takes into consideration the 239 
possibility of the emergence of transit noise.  240 
 241 
2.4. Steps (vi): Case study specifications 242 
 243 
Being a preliminary study, we will use the bus stop areas of maximum and minimum probability 244 
in bus route 7 of the city of Cadiz that we have adopted as a case study (Figure 1, route 7 is 245 
drawn in grey). This bus line has been marked by the different actions that the city council has 246 
incorporated to promote sustainable and non-motorized mobility. The most important of which 247 
was the construction of a bike lane that connects the city with the historic center through a corridor 248 
that never leaves the promenade. At the same time, actions have been taken to improve the route 249 
for pedestrian traffic, which in some sectors was even dangerous.  250 
 251 
 252 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 253 
 254 
3.1. VISSIM results 255 
 256 
After 10 hours of simulations in VISSIM per scenario, the average data extracted are shown in 257 
table 1. Nothing is said in these results about the number of events, but only their average duration 258 
through the 10 hours of simulation is counted. The final number has been rounded. 259 
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Table 1 – Probability of noise events produced by buses passing byes during the 10 hours of 260 
simulation in different kinds of situations. The section of the road evaluated is 50 m in length. 261 

PNE per bus pass bye 

 1 lane. 
Fluid traffic 

1 lane  
saturated traffic 

2 lane  
fluid traffic 

2 lanes  
saturated traffic 

Pull-Out Stops 13 s 11 s 8 s 4 s 

In-lane Stop 17 s 17 s 9 s 5 s 

Traffic light 4 s 4 s 2 s 1 s 

Free flow 3 s 3 s 1 s 1 s 

 262 
In the traffic simulation, a resolution of 1 second has been used, which has allowed, through a 263 
virtual sound level meter, to establish at what times the time series LAeq, T=1s, of the passage of 264 
the buses in the 50 m, is audible with respect to the synchronized time series of LAeq, T=1s, of the 265 
rest of the vehicles on the same section. For reference only, a vehicle traveling at 30 km/h takes 266 
6 s to cross the section, but the bus enters the stop, the passengers get on/off board and it joins 267 
traffic with priority. 268 
 269 
3.2. Measurements results 270 
 271 
Before and after the rehabilitation of the promenade in which a bicycle lane and the sidewalk won 272 
the space dedicated to one of the 2 road lanes, a series of noise measurements were carried out, 273 
whose distribution is shown in figure 2 in the middle.  274 
 275 

  276 
Figure 2. The image on the left shows the layout of the street before 2018. On the right, the current 277 
layout is shown in the picture. In the middle, the graph shows the results of a round of 278 
measurements on bus line number 7 bus stop, as it passes through the promenade in the two 279 
configurations tested, 1 and 2 lanes, with the same traffic and the same position in front of Isecotel 280 
bus-stop. 281 
 282 
The public works involved transforming the old layout of two lanes in both directions (Figure 2 on 283 
the left) to a one-way layout (Figure 2 on the right), heading south (out of the historic center). This 284 
direction was marked mainly by higher demand. To maintain this last layout, it was decided that 285 
bus line number 7 (which is the one used by students to reach the different points of the Cádiz 286 
University Campus located in the historic center) would travel the city to the north along the main 287 
avenue (Figure 3 describe the situation of current bus stops). The noise measurements were 288 
performed just before the works that took place in this area at the beginning of 2019, at the 289 
“Isecotel bus stop” in the direction outbound of the city of Cádiz. Between the current configuration 290 
and the pre-2019, there was a period in which the two lanes were used in the same direction out 291 
of the city (noise measurements results in blue). The second round of measurements (in red) 292 
takes place during the current configuration, with only one lane in the direction leaving the city. 293 
 294 
Both campaigns include only the situations in which the buses entered and left this bus stop. 295 
Although light vehicle traffic remained constant in the tests, both configurations generated 296 
different noise distributions (Figure 2 in the middle). Therefore the difference between both 297 
situations is found in the number of lanes and the type of bus stop. 298 
 299 
 300 
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3.3. GIS results 302 
 303 

 304 
Figure 3. The image on the left shows the layout of bus line number 7, today and the number of 305 
people living under the influence of the vehicle passing through the streets (in blue points). On 306 
the right, it is represented only the number of people leaving under the influence of bus stops (in 307 
red points). 308 
 309 
In both scenarios (Figure 3) what is shown is the number of people living in a buffer of 50 m with 310 
the center at a point (a bus stop on the right) or a line (the street on the left), and codified in ten 311 
steps symbol sizes. The maximum value is 1400 people. The classification method is equal 312 
intervals. 313 
 314 

  315 
Figure 4. The graphic on the left shows the real number of people living near the bus stops of bus 316 
line 7. The graphic on the right shows the noise indicator built with the information of the buses 317 
belonging to bus line 7.  318 
 319 
The population data (Figure 4 on the left) is categorized then into five steps of the equal interval 320 
as seen in the graph in red (Figure 4 on the right) taking into account the data provided in Table 321 
1. Finally what it has is a precursor of the found indicator. But in these points, the necessary 322 
information is incorporated to separately evaluate the acoustic impact of the line. That information 323 
is the AADT per hour, the frequency of buses passing per hour, the typology of bus stops, and 324 
the presence of traffic lights. Therefore, the maximum probability that on bus line 7 there are 325 
people affected by the noise events produced by the bus traffic as they pass through the stops is 326 
precisely at stops 14, 16, and 18, even though there is more population living near stop 2. 327 
 328 
3.4. Discussion 329 
 330 
In the case of the gradual renovation of the bus fleet through the incorporation of e-buses, one of 331 
the priority criteria could be precisely to first renew those lines in which the probability of high 332 
noise annoyance is expected. This work opens the possibility of using new efficiency indicators 333 
to assess noise annoyance related to sound events generated by bus traffic and audible above 334 
the background noise associated with light vehicles. This approach proposes a future procedure 335 
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to evaluate the probability of annoyance with metrics of social-urban acoustic impact easy to 336 
predict. This indicator can be a form of decision-making when local authorities need support. 337 
 338 
Therefore, establishing the population that lives in the surroundings of the streets through which 339 
the bus routes to be analyzed pass is fundamental. However, in this paper, a precursor to the 340 
future indicator is applied only to the population living near bus stops. The round of noise 341 
measurements confirms the noise differences generated by modifying the two variables: type of 342 
bus stop and number of lanes. The sensitivity of the population at night has not been taken into 343 
account, but the difference in light vehicle traffic density has. Regarding the chosen study area, it 344 
is interesting to note that it allows the bus route to be isolated since the way back to the Glorieta 345 
Ingeniero de la Cierva station is not shared with other bus lines on the section of the seafront 346 
promenade. This is very important when interpreting the surveys and relating them both to noise 347 
measurements and estimates of sound events. Other variables remain constant throughout this 348 
section: traffic speed is 30 km/h, and one lane and bus stops are of the same type. Speed humps, 349 
cushions flat-top humps, lane narrowing, zebra crossing, etc., are left out of the scope. 350 
 351 
The objective of the questionnaire should be to find out if the passing of the bus can be heard 352 
with the windows of the house open, regardless of the type of room, and if there are times when 353 
it is particularly annoying. There will be specific questions in the survey associated with the section 354 
of the street where the bus passes, which is subject to a classification that corroborates the 355 
generic simulations in VISSIM. The typology of the cross-section of the street is always with the 356 
shape of "L" with a space open to the sea, so there will be no need to worry about complex 357 
propagation and reflection phenomena. 358 
 359 
 360 
4. CONCLUSION 361 
 362 
This preliminary work presents an approach to a new environmental noise indicator for the 363 
evaluation of urban residential areas affected by bus routes. The first and most important 364 
conclusion, which still needs confirmation, is that in-lane bus stops located on single-lane streets 365 
present at least four times more probability of annoyance noise events than the passage of the 366 
bus in free traffic in the same street. The method is very promising although the proposal still 367 
needs to be confirmed by surveys that determine and compare the dose-response relationships 368 
in both situations. 369 
 370 
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